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Since 1996 a group of skilful psychologists has been leading annual courses of  road education  in
secondary and high schools in Northern Italy. The purpose of these courses  is to develop in the kids
a safe life style not only referring to safety circulation, but also  to the other common danger
situations.

The purpose of our psychological intervention is double on the one hand to let teenagers be aware of
safe circulation rules and reduce to a  minimum tragic consequences, on the other to let them be
informed about their physical safety and negative consequences owing to their mistakes against
themselves and the others. This program seriously calls attention to the fact that  to achieve this level
of awareness about safety circulation needs non punitive methods and no sanctions.

Comparison with our teenagers about these subjects is not easy. Our cultural model is often in
contrast with the "safety behaviour" and besides teenagers often put into action "behaviours very full
of risk" and tend to look for dangerous situations when they can try to prove their "machism".

The traditional programs of road education are projected only on the basis of the abstract regulation
referring to safety circulation rules. Acceptation and inner awareness of these rules results therefore
for the most part superficial and often rejected.

S.I.P.Si.Vi. purposes specific programs taking instead into account the age of the kids to  whom  they
are addressed and also the difficulties of psychological origin (counter-dependence) opposing against
inner awareness of the regulation.

In the range of these programs referring to road education there is an intervention led in  a high
school in Vercelli city during the scholastic year 2000-2001 requested by the same school  and on the
initiative of Municipal Police Command.

It was a brief inquiry among the students of the third  year classes about information, opinions,
behaviours  kept on the road related by the same  boys in a questionnaire.

The results of research were presented  to the boys in  one conclusive day in the great hall of I.T.I.S.
G. C. Faccio in Vercelli.
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METHODOLOGY

Methodology and working instruments utilised for this inquiry were the following:

Questionnaire self given filled in during the time-table in anonymous form, got at the collection of the
following information:

- Personal and family data (age, sex, habitation, father/mother job)
- means of transport owned
- mean of transport employed for the distance house-school
- road accidents where they were involved (number, modalities, consequences)
- information about exposure to the risk
- opinions about raffic regulations’ rules
- opinions about some risky situations
- description of the motorised means of transport
- valuation of road risks (by car, by motor-cycle/moped, on foot)
- opinions about measures to increase safety circulation
- opinions about causes of road accidents
- estimate about annual number of road accidents in Italy and in Vercelli.

besides they could freely relate ... observations, suggestions, personal criticisms with reference to the
subject of safety circulation in Vercelli also independently of the various questions.

The questionnaire was distributed in three of the third year classes and was filled in by all the
presents in the class : 97 subdivided into 78 boys and 19 girls.

From the results of this test many indications emerged, they will be able to be of much help to the
preparation of a road education project with the characteristics to be individualised and "made to
measure" for the group of tested subjects. It will be possible that is to aim at the intervention about
determinate subjects, also going to correct information, opinions and mistaken behaviours which are
present in these boys. It will be also possible to set it on the peculiar characteristics such as the use
or less of motorised means of transport from these boys, the adequate use of these, the consideration
of the boys about the mean and so on.

Vercelli is a small/medium city of Piedmont, situated between two big cities in Northern Italy, Turin
and Milan, therefore in a favourable situation for commercial exchanges carried on for the most by
truck.

The high school is attended by the boys of the near countries (43 on the whole of 97) (fig. C)
therefore coming from different realities in comparison with Vercelli, above all referring to urban
traffic and the presence of alternative mobility for shifts through continuous countries or to reach the
school. percentage of the boys taken to school by car is high (29%), even if it is registered as a
higher value a percentage of 41% moving by public means of transport, (fig. Q2).

Mopets and motor-cycles reach 11%; bicycle and on foot 19%,a very low percentage. But 34% of the
boys states to have been involved into an accident  at least, of which really  64% by motor-
cycle/mopet and 15% by bicycle! Nobody was involved as a pedestrian, and this is a datum which let
us think that moving on foot is not frequent for these boys.

On their opinion it is positive that only 15% imputes the accident to misfortune, while 55%  holds
others responsible for it and 30% admits  their own responsibility.
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If we pass to examine exposure to the risk, we must take note that it is limited by insufficient
economical  means (fig:Q9).However it is troubling that the number of boys  who state  to "always" or
"often" spend night Saturday going about by a motorised mean of transport is higher than those who
spend it at the cinema or at the theatre,  playing room or discotheque.

These data prove not only a higher exposure to the risk, but also a higher inclination, and to prevent
it the boys prevalently rely on the driving school, a bit less  on the practical experience.

This  intervention ought to strengthen in the boys awareness that a favourable place for preventive
and educational  interventions is the school. In fact , many international researches , recent too,
(Groeger, J, 1997; Hugueinin,D,1996) proved the higher efficacy of the school in comparison with the
driving school for the contribute to the  construction of what was defined by some Swiss researchers
"sense of circulation "..

Stating information emerged from this research was already pointed out by another series of
international researches (Barjonet, P, 1995) but very little known and appreciated in public; these
boys also consider road regulations as "useful" (75%) and even "not sufficiently strict" (7%); only 3%
thinks them  useless, while 15 "exaggeratedly strict".

One of the typical aims that road education purposes is to let emerge most silent people who are
favourable to caution against minority who forces her own risky ideology on the young people. One of
the effects of this "negative propaganda" is to undervalue circulation risks which also for this sample,
are considered less dangerous than some other different risks, which in the reality fall much less on
young people mortality. Worries pointed out by young people concern a series of health risks: the
diffusion  of AIDS in the reality effectively worrying but less present than circulation accidents as a
cause of death  among young people, for whom the first cause of death remains circulation accident;
cancer and heart diseases only marginally concern young people.

We must also note that some causes, as the excess of motorised traffic are undervalued  in
comparison with those which are their simple and direct consequences, as for example pollution.

If we speak about self valuation of the exposure to risk, we can note the positive results of health
educational interventions in comparison with smoke and food, as well as the sufficiently positive
results of sexual education and prevention from the dependence on substances.

It is instead to construct on the whole the preventive intervention about "to drink before driving"
which results to be a terrible risk by the age considered in this brief inquiry.

Referring to the relation with Municipal Police the boys acknowledge her presence on the municipal
land, they also feel it is a rather "comprehensive" behaviour (31%), it is "rather kind "33%), it is
"rather inflexible" (47%), it is also "rather pedagogical" (16%9. Many boys stated  "I expect greater
comprehension"; to better understand mental representations of the boys, referring to Municipal
Police, it would be interesting , working in the classes, to understand what they intend for
"comprehension" which must not be confused with tolerance, indulgence.

It is interesting to note that 37% of the boys relates to have never been stopped by the Municipal
Police for a simple control and that only 44% states to have been stopped owing to a breaking of
rules.

If we pass to a higher specification of driving risks we can notice (Q17) that the boys consider "to
drink before  driving" among the main causes of risk, but unfortunately a little far from other causes
(careless driving, without respect of the rules, at high speed). We know in fact that, while to drive
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over speed limits doubles or trebles the risk of accident, to drive after having drunk small doses
multiplies it more than 12 times.

There is in these boys a strong inclination towards the future ownership of a car "also small but
sporting" (26%) or "very speed" ("23%). Also for motor-cycle or mopet prevail on the whole the
preference towards the "nice and striking" mean and "speedy" even if it is uncomfortable (19%)
rather than "comfortable and safe" (29%).

With reference  instead to the valuation of the risk connected with non-respect of safety behaviours
(Q20) like (to wear crash-helmet, to link safety belts) it seems that the way towards the right
valuation has begun, therefore it will be advisable to further insist on this behaviour during the
intervention of road education in the classes.

It  results that it is instead undervalued the risk connected with non-respect of speed  limits.

As to the interventions for the reduction of the risk (Q22) the boys prove a good awareness putting to
the first place "to make more controls on  excessive use of alcohol and "to oblige the use of safety
belts" and still "to better driver education".

Awareness of the risks (Q23) connected with the behaviour of road users is remarkable in tested
boys, who only on a small scale connect circulation accident with  chance or destiny .

But in Q24 it seems to be a partial non-confirmation to such acquired awareness, the boys state to
agree for the most part on measures concerning vehicles and roads technology. This is the  effect of
the hammering campaign of car marketing. During the intervention of road education it will be
necessary to arrange with them, eventually  as a dialogue, a careful reflection about behaviour
requested to the driver to carry out the driving task, distinguishing  it between driving ability and
"driving style".

The boys seem a little interested in the campaigns about safety circulation.

 Among the positive effects of the interventions already made is to be pointed out a percentage who
states to "usually" wear safety belts (57%): the intervention of road education, among the main
objects, will have to increase this percentage.

However ,worry for road risks and their consequences is not generally low in the test (Q27,Q28) and it
can be well utilised during the intervention of road education. In Q27 we can note how modal value
(33%) coincides with health data (9250 dead men), very little known by public, but surely more exact
than those given by ISTAT , published by all media, but a little reliable and in fact only believed by a
limited percentage, of 16%.

The analysis of Q28 is the basis of an important and possible dialogue with the students not only
about data on the whole, but also about the analytic materials still on file.

Referring to the answers to open questions the boys have related very freely and personally their
convictions about some prejudices, lack of information, and quite real mistakes which could
sometimes result surprising for their age.

However they generally give a significant picture of the relation with the regulations rather typical of
teen-agers age.

During the conclusive day of this first intervention the working group of Municipal Police related about
risks which are run on the road circulating "on foot", "by bicycle", "by mopet", "by car" and with an
intervention about "where we learn road regulations" reporting statistic data and boys valuations.
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During the day Mr. Silvano Simoncini with a managing position in AICIS related to the boys by
imagines of accidents occurred on the road , about the dangers we can run with wrong or careless
behaviours and he invited to a reflection about how a serious accident is very easy to happen.

Two challenges were launched for a serious reflection about problems connected with speed.

A first challenge was launched by the intervention of Mr. Pierangelo Sardi S.I.P.Si.Vi. psychologist,
who spoke about "why young people like speed " pointing out that horizontal speed, on the contrary
of the vertical one, is very undervalued. It was explained the anthropological origin of this undervalue,
reporting this behaviour to the escape from the enemy or the wild beasts that the man had to put into
practice since the earliest times to save his life.

It was deduced from this speech, that speed is a behaviour dictated by fear, consequently the man
who goes fast, does it to compensate his own fear.

This speech caused a reaction of astonishment and incredulity in the boys who, in the questionnaire
of final valuation  related to want a greater deeping about the matter.

A second challenge was reported by Mrs. Laura Izzi  S.I.P.Si.Vi. psychologist, about reasons leading
young people to risk on the road. This intervention pointed out how the consuming behaviours, which
lead the boys to wish more and more speedy and powerful motor-cycles and mopets and that they
llive as behaviours of "freedom" , are only traps where the society closes them , deceiving them too.
The boys were invited to rebel against this slavery. This critic reading of their behaviour caused a
revolting reaction which brought some of them to ask to be able to reply to the challenge beginning
an interesting debate.

To this first phase a second one will follow which foresees road educational intervents in the classes
with co-operation of Municipal Police and other agencies who will take part in this project. Meanwhile
on the initiative of Piedmont Region have been started some specialisation courses for Municipal
Police Agents who will be present as educators in the interventions of education to safe circulation.


